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After reading Magic of Speech Evaluation you will have acquired the experience of applying the

most effective public speaking techniques used by 1000 of the world's best speakers. You will be

able to clearly see what makes each speech effective and what can improve it even further. This

ability will make you a more experienced speaker who can create a captivating speech from the first

attempt. Magic of Speech Evaluation contains numerous demonstrations of common mistakes that

speakers make and effective applications of public speaking principles. After watching and

evaluating 15 short speeches of successful speakers you will develop the ability to clearly see how

to improve your own speeches. You will master 3 enormously powerful public speaking principles

that are more effective than all other techniques combined. In addition, you will learn a highly

effective evaluation system that will allow you to make other speakers successful. Reading this

book might not make you a world-class speaker instantly, however it will definitely get you several

steps closer to this goal.
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I will be very honest now - I wasn't expecting much more then another book with many advices and I



hoped there will be at least some nice advices in this book. But this book is honestly much more

than I expected!!! With great links inside it gives you great opportunity to really see and learn!

Watching great speakers and then read what makes them great... And Andrii's writing stile is gret as

well. This book gave me more than 10 books before and I am very happy I bought it!

Intriguing read. Found it to be quite helpful. Gave a ton of things to consider in how I go about

making speeches. Glad I went ahead and grabbed this one when I did. Well worth the time to check

it out.

What's the biggest thing people are afraid of? What's scarier than death? You guessed it, public

speaking. It's better to be in the coffin than to give a speech at a funeral, if you know what I mean.

The ability to speak with confidence and fluently in front of an audience is an incredibly essential

skill for any human being trying to make a name for themselves. It's admirable to see someone who

speaks with courage and knows what they're talking about. Mumbo-jumbo type of babling is just

very embarassing and boring.This book gives you the most comprehensive analysis of various

speeches and tells you exactly what makes them so great. If you were to read it you would learn

how to become a magic word-smith and even improvise your way through any situation. What's

most important, you'll overcome your fear of public speaking.

The tips given in the book are amazing and one must use them like contrast is important for a

speech to be effective because whenever an audience member notices any pattern in your delivery

he or she becomes less attentive. People will be thinking about their issues at home, about the work

they need to complete tomorrow, or just daydreaming. If you want full attention from the audience

avoid creating patterns in speech delivery.

Amazing book! The completeness of its content, and the well polished details of this book prove that

the author is very much knowledgeable of the subject. Andrii Sedniev did a really great job in putting

up this book together. I honestly felt that the time spent reading this material is similar to having

been in a seminar learning about how can I effectively become a public speaker. I enjoyed reading

and learning on every chapter. I am happy to have found this book. Very helpful indeed, I am highly

recommending this to others.

After reading the book, I learned some facts from the history of oratory, which tell of the difficulties



and obstacles to ideal performance.Steve jobs is the greatest Communicator on the world

stage.Barack Obama is one of the best speakers of our time.And the list of successful speakers can

continue. But you should pay attention to their ability to speak beautifully.We can say that each of

the speakers encountered difficulties on the way to perfect public speaking. But their faith in their

own strength, hard work and desire to improve helped them to exceed their wildest expectations.

Sedniev seems to have provided from his experience a great guide on improving the public

speaking skill. The book includes sample speeches from top speakers to give an example of how to

practice and develop yourself. Although I've found it to be a great book, one thing I would wanted to

see was success stories from students reading this book which the author can add if he wishes.

Overall good guide.

The is well researched and written book with practical, effective and proven ways to improve your

speaking. The style of writing, stories with analysis and evaluation of 15 successful speaker's

speeches in this book makes it unique so that one can learn from them. Very helpful book with

excellent tips and techniques on public speaking.
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